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 Musicians often live with a certain amount of expected pain.  Not to paint a 
depressing picture for you, but a 1998 Survey of Symphony and Opera musicians by 
ICSOM (International Conference of Symphony and Opera Musicians) revealed that 
76% of musicians during the course of their career had at least one medical condition 
compromising performance.  That's a huge percentage!  How does this happen?  We 
tend to underestimate what we are actually doing in orchestra and opera- the 
literature contains huge volumes of notes in a given passage, which are often repeated 
in rehearsal and practiced at home.  Operatic musicians are also asked to play softer, 
which can induce tension patterns, and often repeat passages more frequently for the 
benefit of staging, choreography, or singers.  In Janet Horvath's book Playing Less 
Hurt,1 she lists the sheer volume of notes in typical symphonic works.  Rite of Spring, 
Danse de la Terre: there are 360 notes in a passage of approximately 40 seconds.  Mahler 
5th Symphony, last movement, 800 measures of 8 or more notes per bar, yielding 6400 
notes per part.  Schubert's 9th Symphony, which contains 1154 measures in the last 
movement of 4-6 notes per bar roughly, yielded over 4500 notes (minus a few bars of 
rest here and there) and 375 notes per minute. No wonder musicians are at risk for 
overuse sometimes!

Demystifying overuse
Overuse is a blanket term for muscle, tendon, ligament, bone, and joint issues which 
are induced through repetitive motion beyond typical limits.  Tendonitis is most 
common, which is an inflammation of the connective tissue that connects muscle to 
bone.  According to Dr. Emil Pascarelli, when muscles are 

"...overused, the body can't catch up with the destruction of delicate tissues and 
may replace it instead with scar tissue, which is inelastic.  Overuse of the 
muscles causes cells to break down, releasing waste products, which produces 
pain and inflammation.  Cleanup crews in the form of white bloods cells called 
macrophages carry away the cellular debris. If you take anti-inflammatory drugs 

1 Horvath, Janet, Playing Less Hurt. (New York: Hal Leonard, 2010), loc 312 of 5559.



at this time, the natural inflammation process is disrupted and instead of being 
cleansed away in the blood stream, the trash settles into scar tissue."2 

So how does one prevent this pattern of scar tissue and lack of tissue repair?

-Move more!  Sitting 6-8 hours a day is tough for anyone, and an intense bout of 
exercise for 30-60 minutes (often in a slumped position like cycling) won't undo the 
structural tightness and spinal compression produced by sitting.  As musicians, we 
have little choice over the chairs we sit in or how often we sit, but we can make better 
choices outside of rehearsal.  Walk more, take the stairs,use the computer while 
standing, etc...  (and wear good shoes while walking!)  Your body molds itself like silly 
putty to the shapes that you put it in-choose wisely! 

-Do some simple mobility and stretching every day.  Stretching may not seem like the 
coolest thing to do at breaks, but it is essential to keep all of your muscles and tendons 
working well, as well as keep a healthy spine and neck.  Simple movements like neck 
circles, shoulder circles, and wrist/forearm stretching can keep your soft tissues pliable 
and functional.   I love this back lengthener at breaks: http://www.katysays.com/the-
how-much-do-i-sit-quiz/  In addition, make sure to warm up a little before rehearsal or 
practicing to increase blood flow.

-Use your ischial tuberosities.  (AKA.Sit on your sitting bones.)  This may be obvious, 
but you in fact possess two sitting bones in the base of your pelvis (ischial 
tuberosities, for you nerds out there).  Use them and stack your spine on top of your 
hips to prevent slumping.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRtKFUCAwd4

-Get a massage.  If you have residual knots, adhesions, or tight spots in your upper 
back, consider a serious deep tissue massage, myofascial release, or rolfing session.  
Restriction in the trapezius and upper back can affect your whole upper body 
(shoulders, neck, forearms, etc.).  A good session can restore normal range of motion 
and increase blood flow as well as remove adhesions in the soft tissue.

-Try Self massage.  Most people think of the foam roller, but alas, the bulky foam roller 
is not going to help your shoulders too much.  I instead prefer dense rubber balls- 
lacrosse balls, pinky balls, Yoga Tune Up® balls, which you can use on the floor or wall.  

2 Pascarelli, Emil, Deborah Quilter , Repetitive Strain Injury for Computer Users(New York: Wiley, 1994).
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They're cheap, portable, and you can use them anytime.  (There’s also lots of videos on 
youtube.) 

-Sleep more than 6 hours a night.  Sleep is when your body takes on cellular repair, 
renewal, detoxing (!!), and provides rest for your vital internal organs.  When you don't 
sleep enough, you’re hungrier, more vulnerable to illness, less focused, increasing your 
odds for injury and disease, and preventing your cells from repairing adequately, 
which is important when you're playing often.

-Drink lots of water.  Your body is 60% water, which is essential for cellular operation.  
If you're in hot, humid weather, you need to drink more, and if you're moving and 
exercising in the heat, even more.  Keep in mind that soda and alcohol can contribute 
to dehydration, and that water helps in the cellular regeneration process.

Quick Aside for Hearing Loss
Sounds above 140 decibels cause immediate damage to your auditory sensory 
receptors, and normal conversational levels are 60-70 dB.  Flutes and piccolo are 
between 111 to 145 dB, trumpets can reach up to 140dB, and a full orchestra can be 
between 120-150 dB.  We all know that hearing loss can be permanent, so wear 
earplugs if you're in the line of fire and ask for a sound shield.  I love the Etymotics 
brand, but even cheap foam ones can prevent damage.  Your hearing is not only the 
basis of your musical career, but a primary mode of our verbal communication.  

 Overall, pay attention to your body, your tissues, and your pain responses.  Pain 
is your body's way of telling you that something is not working in your movement 
patterns, habits, or duration of activity.  Shooting pains, numbness, and tingling are 
warnings of bigger potential issues, and you should stop playing immediately and see a 
medical professional if these are occurring.  

Digital Resources
MobilityWod: www.mobilitywod.com, exploring mobility and ball rolling
Yoga Tune Up®: www.yogatuneup.com, exploring mobility, stability, and ball rolling
Katy Bowman: www.katysays.com, fabulous biomechanist's blog on movement
Musicians Health Collective: www.musicianshealthcollective.com, my blog on issues in 
musicians' health, anatomy, and treatment.  (You can also email me at 
MusiciansHealthCollective@gmail.com)
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